English (Doctoral School)

1 Access to doctoral studies
- 1.1 The offer of doctoral programs at UPV
- 1.2 The requirements to access a doctorate in UPV
- 1.3 Documents to upload with your application
- 1.4 When to apply. Deadlines

2 Enrollment in doctoral studies
- 2.1 The first enrollment after being admitted
- 2.2 The enrollment for the rest of years
- 2.3 Part-time PhD studies
- 2.4 Fees and prices for doctorate at UPV

3 Predoctoral Grants (aids, fellowships, contracts)
- 3.1 Applying for Predoctoral Grants (aids, fellowships, contracts)

4 Development of the thesis
- 4.1 The duration of doctoral studies
- 4.2 Your research plan and deadline to submit it
- 4.3 The annual evaluation
- 4.4 Training activities you must complete
  - 4.4.1 The specific activities
  - 4.4.2 How to access SENIA
  - 4.4.3 Recognition of transversal training obtained outside the Doctoral School
  - 4.4.4 The transversal activities offered from the Doctoral School
- 4.5 Progress requirements & conditions to continue your PhD
- 4.6 Changes in the tutor / director (supervisor) of the thesis
- 4.7 Changes in the title of the thesis
- 4.8 Request a permanent withdrawal from doctoral studies

5 International affairs and relations with our environment
- 5.1 Planing a research stay outside UPV
- 5.2 Funding options for research stays
- 5.3 The recognition of a research stay
- 5.4 International Doctorate Mention
- 5.5 Industrial Doctorate Mention
- 5.6 Thesis done in CoTutelle with a second university
- 5.7 External students interested in a research stay at UPV

6 Evaluation and Defence (dissertation) of the thesis
- 6.1 Plagiarism detection process step by step
- 6.2 External evaluation of the thesis draft
- 6.3 The deposit of the thesis
- 6.4 Proposal of members for the tribunal
- 6.5 Public exposition of the thesis and call for defence deadlines
- 6.6 Travel and accommodation arrangements for the tribunal

7 The issue of the doctor degree
- 7.1 Getting your doctor degree
- 7.2 Extraordinary doctoral thesis awards
- 7.3 Application for the equivalence of a foreign doctor's degree

8 The Thesis Management software
9 Other doubts